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Some Things You Should 
Know 

!   I’m not British, I just live there 

!   I am a huge nerd: 
!   I think about these issues way too much 

!   I write about them a lot, too 

!   Class Action Playbook, 2d Edition (OUP 2012) 

!   Class Action Countermeasures – 
www.classactioncountermeasures.com 
!   Slides will be up there later today 



Some Things You Should 
Know 



McReynolds – Defense Perspective 

  Limited application  
◦  “[L]imited class action treatment” 672 F.3d  at 492. 

  Only certified declaratory relief. 
  As of Oct. 1, 2012, no other court has certified single issue based on this 

ruling. 
◦  Stakes were low in this case for defendant:  

  “Merrill Lynch is in no danger of being destroyed by a binding class-wide 
determination that it has committed disparate impact discrimination 
against 700 brokers …” Id. at 491. 

◦  Particular benefits for plaintiffs: 
  Disparate-impact case, meant that policies had greater effect than they 

might otherwise. 
  Individual trials were possible, allowing the issue class action to have an 

effect 

Andrew Trask
On September 25, 2012, the Northern District of California certified a class in Ellis v. Costco, Inc. under Rule 23(b)(2), but it also pointed out it could have certified the same issue under Rule 23(c)(4). 



So what can we use McReynolds 
for? 

!   Other arguments. 

!   Judge Posner opinion.  Posner is famously: 
!   Plain-spoken 

!   Willing to engage questions outside the immediate issue 
if they will help in deciding the issue. 



McReynolds – Other defense 
applications 

  Strongly implies no 23(b)(3) class on these facts: 
◦  “The Mejdrech decision, and Bridgestone/Firestone and Rhone-

Poulenc more fully, discuss the danger that resolving an 
issue common to hundreds of different claimants in a 
single proceeding may make too much turn on the 
decision of a single, fallible judge or jury. The alternative 
is multiple proceedings before different triers of fact, from 
which a consensus might emerge; a larger sample provides a 
more robust basis for an inference. But that is an argument 
for separate trials on pecuniary relief …” 672 F.3d  at 491. 



McReynolds – Other defense 
applications 

  Encourages early decisions on class actions 
◦  “[B]ecause class actions are cumbersome and protracted, an 

early appellate decision on whether a suit can be 
maintained as a class action can speed the way to 
termination of the litigation by abandonment, summary 
judgment, or settlement.” 672 F.3d  at 484. 

◦  Same logic applies well to motions to dismiss class actions 
or motions to strike class allegations. 



Damasco v. Clearwire Corp. 

!   Background: 
!   Damasco got allegedly unwanted text on his cell phone. 

!   Sued Clearwire under TCPA. 47 U.S.C. § 227(b)(3).  
!   Sought injunction plus $1,500 per violation. 

!   Clearwire sent Damasco a letter, said: 
!   OK, we’ll stop. 

!   You get $1,500. 

!   10 other people get $1,500. 

!   We consider your class action moot. 



Damasco – Motion to Dismiss 

  Clearwire moved to dismiss claims as moot. 

  Damasco argued: 
◦  Can’t moot through “involuntary settlement” 

◦  Claim was “inherently transitory,” so should relate back to 
filing of complaint. 

◦  Should have received 14 days to seek certification of class. 

  Court didn’t buy Damasco’s arguments, dismissed case.   



Damasco - Circuit split on 
issue: 

  Courts that say “no mootness” 
◦  Sandoz v. Cingular Wireless LLC, 553 F.3d 913, 920-21 (5th 

Cir. 2008). 
◦  Weiss v. Regal Collections, 385 F.3d 337, 348 (3d Cir. 2004).  
◦  Pitts v. Terrible Herbst, Inc., 653 F.3d 1081, 1091-92 (9th Cir. 

2011). 
◦  Lucero v. Bureau of Collection Recovery, Inc., 639 F.3d 1239, 

1249-50 (10th Cir. 2011). 

  Courts that say “moots claims” 
◦  Gates v. City of Chicago, 623 F.3d 389, 413 (7th Cir. 2010).  



Damasco - Seventh Circuit kept 
with its precedent 

!   “To allow a case, not certified as a class action and with 
no motion for class certification even pending, to 
continue in federal court when the sole plaintiff no 
longer maintains a personal stake defies the limits on 
federal jurisdiction expressed in Article III.” (662 F.3d 
at 896.) 



Damasco - Suggests “simple 
solution” to problem for plaintiffs: 
!   “A simple solution to the buy-off problem that 

Damasco identifies is available, and it does not require 
us to forge a new rule that runs afoul of Article III: 
Class-action plaintiffs can move to certify the class at 
the same time that they file their complaint.”  (662 F.
3d at 896. ) 



Damasco – Decision follows 
logic of Smith v. Bayer Corp. 

  Supreme Court held that defeat of certification in one 
jurisdiction did not estop copycat complaint in second 
jurisdiction. 
◦  “If we know one thing about the McCollins suit, we know 

that it was not a class action. Indeed, the very ruling that 
Bayer argues ought to be given preclusive effect is the 
District Court's decision that a class could not properly be 
certified. …[I]n the absence of a certification under that 
Rule, the precondition for binding Smith was not met. 
Neither a proposed class action nor a rejected class action 
may bind nonparties.”  (131 S. Ct. 2368, 2380) 



Damasco –  
Immediate consequences 

!   Rule 68 gets sexy again.   

!   Plaintiffs in Seventh Circuit file class action motions 
with complaints. 
!   Enterprising defendants file immediate oppositions 

based on facial flaws. 

!   Some out-of-circuit plaintiffs do same, in abundance of 
caution. 



Damasco – Less  
immediate consequences 

  FLSA collective action goes up before Supreme Court on 
same issue. 
◦  Genesys Healthcare Corp. v. Symczyk, No. 11-1059. 
◦  “This is the first petition to reach the Court since Damasco 

summarized (and deepened) the conflict in the court of 
appeals.” (Cert. Petition at 23.) 
◦  “[R]espondent is particularly hard pressed to dispose of the 

Seventh Circuit’s decision in Damasco v. Clearwire Corp., 
662 F.3d 891 (CA7 2011).” (Cert. Pet. Reply at 6.) 

  Good chance court will uphold Damasco line.   
◦  Remember Smith v. Bayer Corp. 



Damasco – Defense Uses 

  Make individual offers to named plaintiffs in appropriate 
cases: 
◦  Unique problem; foreseeable numerosity problems 
◦  Complete relief not expensive 
◦  Clear nuisance-value suits 
◦  No class cert motion. 

  Follow up with appropriate motions to dismiss where 
necessary. 

  DISCLAIMER – Use while precedent lasts; strategies void in Third, 
Fifth, Ninth and Tenth Circuits.   



Damasco – Defense Uses 

!   Where certification motion filed: 
!   File opposition based on plaintiffs’ lack of factual 

support.  
!   Plaintiff bears burden of proof.   

!   Opportunity to outline other flaws.  

!   Use motion to limit discovery appropriately.   

!   DISCLAIMER – Use while precedent lasts; strategies void in 
Third, Fifth, Ninth and Tenth Circuits.   


